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product that I’m really starting to pick up, especially for the home audio crowd. Many thanks for sharing your great enthusiasm for the AC30. I had been pondering from time to time the thought of
another hifi review or appraisal, and as I am a thoroughly old-fashioned person, got my fingers seriously crossed that you'd make an effort to plug another contender. RE: Thanx for the review. I’m in
the same boat with the Tivo, but have been unable to connect with anyone who has had a problem with it. I have to say that my impression from reading the review was that the Tivo was a no-brainer–

and for any like minded friends, that too. My only concern is that where is the hifi savvy crowd on this one? I can’t help but feel that it would be easier to get a discussion going with a real hifi type than
a lot of the AC30-bashing that has been apparent on the forum. I understand the idea of the unbiased review, but we have all been here long enough to know that all is not quite as it seems. Maybe more

forums could be set up for the AC30– with the caveat that they only post audio samples. I’d like to hear how a bona fide hifi enthusiast puts the new AC30 through its paces. Here is a quote of mine
from the AC30 thread: " I've used a lot of different types of surround sound receivers and AV receivers over the last 20 years, and I like the fact that this Tivo is an exception to every rule you've ever
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Instruments.Q: Application of the zero set
dimensionality theorem to convex

polyhedra Question: Given a convex
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polyhedron $P$ in $\mathbb{R}^d$, does
there always exist a linear hyperplane $\Pi$

of codimension 1 such that $P$ is
contained in one of the closed half-spaces

defined by the supporting hyperplanes $H$
of $\Pi$? (I call a hyperplane $\Pi$ of

codimension $1$ a supporting hyperplane.)
I'm trying to disprove an open conjecture
(I haven't read the journal article yet). The
conjecture is: "An open convex polyhedron
cannot have an empty interior." What I've

Tried: For the sake of contradiction,
suppose that no such hyperplane $\Pi$

exists. This implies that every supporting
hyperplane $H$ of $P$ is contained in
$P$. But then $P$ has to be a closed

convex polyhedron of dimension $d$ and
thus we have a contradiction. The zero set
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dimensionality theorem implies that if $P$
is contained in a hypersurface $S$ (of

dimension $n$) in $\mathbb{R}^d$, then
$n=d-1$. Thus I tried to weaken the
assumption that $P$ is contained in a

hyperplane to "every hyperplane
containing $P$ is contained in $P$". This

seems to be harder to show and I don't
know how to use the zero set

dimensionality theorem to solve the
problem. I don't even know how to use it to
show that there exists a hypersurface $S$

such that $P$ is contained in $S$, let alone
a linear hyperplane of codimension 1. Any

hints or suggestions are welcome, thank
you. A: As pointed out by

@StefanHauenstein, it is necessary to
assume that $P$ is bounded. Otherwise it
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is possible to create counterexamples with
$P$ unbounded and a closed cone of

positive measure with a cone point in its
interior, which would be a contradiction to

the discussion in this thread. Here is a
concrete example showing why it is

necessary to assume that $P$ is bounded.
Let $P$ be the set in $R^2$ defined by $P

= \{( 595f342e71
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